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        Meet Molly 

              WHERE EVERY DAY IS A CHANCE TO SCARE UP A NEW EXPERIENCE 

‘Round the 
RiverBend  

October 2017 

 

 Meet Jaylyn 

Hi my name is Molly. I like to eat tacos, hang out with 
friends, playing PlayStation, watching ‘Cops’ and ‘Days of 
Our Lives’. 

I have a long hair dachshund and my favorite colors are 
pink, purple and blue. I love listening to Christian music 
and coloring in coloring books, and cooking. 

I am athletic and play different sports; basketball, soccer, 
track, and bowling. 

I’m pretty good about getting around town on the bus. On 
my own. 

I have worked in a preschool for 4.5 years. 

I am in ProjectSEARCH because I want to look at different 
job opportunities. 

I am working in the PACU for this rotation and am learning  
how it works. I have learned how to stock blanket warm-
ers, put pillow cases on pillows , dump trash and stock oth-
er supplies.  

My dream job is to work in the medical field. 

My name is Jaylyn. I have 3 older brothers and 2 older sisters, 14 niec-
es and nephews and they all say that I am the spoiled one. 

I love animals and I like to eat enchiladas, lasagna, ice cream—mint 
chocolate chip is the best. 

My favorite colors are red and light purple. I collect Key chains and I 
have lots of DVD’s. My favorite TV shows are Dr. Quinn Medicine 
Woman and Little House on the Prairie and Disney movies.  

I ride the bus to work and I have worked for LTD as a Transit Host for 
several years. I have also worked at the Veterinary Hospital and I have 
volunteered at both Ridgeview & Thurston Elementary schools help-
ing in the Library and class rooms.  

I have served two 18 month volunteer missions with the LDS, in Salt 
Lake City, in a big family history library and Stockholm, Sweden in the 
city archive. 

In ProjectSEARCH I hope to gain office skills. I am in Admitting-
Surgical Short Stay. So far I have learned to be part of a team and be 
more patient.  

My dream job is to work in an office doing different tasks, not just one 
task. I’m hoping to gain more office duty skills. 
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by  Interns 

What was scary about  

starting ProjectSEARCH? 

 

Molly -A new environment and communicating 

 

Kali - Going outside my comfort zone 
 

Alicia - Asking for help 

 

Josh –Meeting new people 

 

Bobby - Finding my way around and communicating 
with bosses 
 

Ben  - Learning a new routine 
 

Jaylyn— Having new experiences 
 

Ashley— Being in EVS in the Emergency Department  
 

Sam -  Leauriy 

 

Jessica— Going up and down so much 

 

Sabrina— Being nervous and dealing with anxiety 

 

Where you 

can FIND US 
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 Halloween Costumes   
By  Kali     

Did you know that the Celts were afraid for their souls so they would put out all of their lights in the houses, dress up in ghoulish 
costumes to scare away the spirits that they felt terrorized their towns? And the Roman Catholics later adopted these practices. But 
when spirit possession became less popular, people began dressing up as demons, witches and goblins in a more ceremonial man-
ner. I didn’t know any of this, but it’s so cool! 

I asked the other interns what their favorite costumes have been, here are their answers: 

Alicia’s favorite costume was an Indian, Jaylyn’s was a witch, Bobby liked being a football player, Molly’s favorite costume was a 
bat girl, Sam has dressed up as a beagle, Ashley was a zombie baby doll, Jessica was Cleopatra once, Sabrina liked being a skeleton, 
Ben dressed up as a vampire, Josh couldn’t think of a favorite costume and I (Kali) really liked dressing as a skeleton as a kid. 

Some of the interns gave me pictures to share of some of their past Halloweens, maybe you can guess who they are... 

 

 ProjectSEARCH Orientation 

We completed two weeks of Orientation in September. We learned so 

much during those two weeks. Things we learned: what the Emergency 

Codes that you hear on the speaker mean, we learned Fire Procedures 

and how to use a fire extinguisher. We learned what PASS and RACEE 

stand for, and we learned that EVERYONE is responsible for safety!   

We also, had some guest speakers like Sharri DaSilva who welcomed us 

to the hospital and talked to us about hospital rules, Alex and Shea, (the 

‘old’ interns) they talked to us about what it was like for them and what 

they are doing now. Police officer, Steve Chambers talked to us about 

being safe around town, on the bus  and internet safety. Mark Marzullo 

the Safety Coordinator for Pearl Buck Center talked to us about work-

place safety. Natalie Grant a PeaceHealth Dietician gave a presentation 

about nutrition. And we had  Nathan Shaw and Marcia Johnson from 

PeaceHealth's Security department welcome us and let us know that we 

can come to them if we need them. 

The job coaches taught us how to shake hands and they were sneaky 

about it too. They shook our hands and got fake glowing germs on our 

hands and showed us how to wash our hands the right way. 

We also did a lot of scavenger hunts. Those were sometimes scary to do 

cause we didn’t know anyone or know our 

way around. 

Even though it seems like a long time ago 

and we can’t remember all of it we are using 

some of the stuff that we learned, like keep-

ing our hands clean, being safe, following 

the bus rules, thinking about what we eat, 

and how to get around the hospital. 

1 
2 

3 
4 

5 

1 & 2—Jaylyn,  

3—Molly, 4-Jessica, 

5-Kali 
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Calendar of Events 
Oct 14th—Jessica’s Birthday 

 

 

 

 

Oct 9 - Columbus Day  

Oct 19 -  Diwali 

Oct 31—Halloween 

 
Bridging the Gap 

Conversational Skills 
by Leauriy 

Because we know that the development of conversational skills and etiquette is 

an important part of socialization.  And that language, in a sense is the verbal 

representation of how we think.  And furthermore, we all have to talk to each 

other in order to get any work done. We have been working on the conversational 

skills of our interns. In fact some of their goals have something to do with improv-

ing  how they converse with people. 

We have been talking in the classroom a lot about the intricacies of conversations 

and the interns have been engaged in exercises that teach them about listening, 

letting others speak and how to explain/describe things.  

Many of our interns have a fear of talking with superiors, are uncomfortable with 

sharing their concerns with others .or feeling like they are being a bother.  

The more that we all encourage the interns to speak up for themselves; like mak-

ing phone calls on their own behalf, asking questions, making comments and so 

forth the better they will become in their ability to hold meaningful and produc-

tive conversations with others and feel comfortable doing so. 

During the next 9 months we are going to challenge the interns to converse more 

in appropriate and expectable ways, giving them suggestions and discuss ideas of 

how to; express themselves, ask questions, make requests and perhaps even 

prompt them with words to use. All of this in hopes that they will try on formulat-

ing their own ways of communicating in an attempt to getting their point across. 

We encourage supervisors, coworkers, parents, family members, home providers, 

and home staff to engage the interns as well by asking what they mean when 

they ask questions that may not make sense or make comments that are unclear, 

or ask how they are doing, what they are learning, what their goals are, or what 

type of work they see themselves doing after the program. Ask them to repeat 

themselves if they mumble or don’t annunciate - You may have to ask the intern 

to repeat him/her selves, it’s okay. This will help them to start to come up with 

their own ideas, and maybe even stretch themselves in their way of thinking and 

realizing that their ideas and thoughts are valid. We want them to see that they 

can make a contribution via conversation. 

“”Intelligence, knowledge or experience are important and might get you a job, 

but strong communication skills are what will get you promoted”  

~Mireille Guiliano 

   

  2017 ProjectSEARCH Cohort 

` 

Mission Statement: 

ProjectSEARCH is being Respectful. In-

dependent, Following Directions, and hav-

ing Integrity, while Being of Service and 

learning to Succeed in employment 

` 

Values 

Respectful 

Polite 

Trustworthy 

Thankful 

Helpful 

Honest 

Kind 

Compassionate 

Organized 

Reliable 

Responsible 

Forgiveness 

Integrity 

Considerate of boundaries/Awareness 


